Introduction
This manual is intended as a guide for Nuclear Science References (NSR) compilers. The basic conventions followed at the National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC), which are compatible with the maintenance and updating of and retrieval from the Nuclear Science References (NSR) file, are outlined.
The NSR database originated at the Nuclear Data Project (NDP) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory as part of a project for systematic evaluation of nuclear structure data. 1 Each entry in this computer file corresponds to a bibliographic reference that is uniquely identified by a Keynumber and is describable by a Topic and Keywords. It has been used since 1969 to produce bibliographic citations for evaluations published in Nuclear Data Sheets. Periodic additions to the file were published as the "Recent References" issues of Nuclear Data Sheets prior to 2005. In October 1980, the maintenance and updating of the NSR file became the responsibility of the NNDC at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The basic structure and contents of the NSR file remained unchanged during the transfer.
In Chapter 2, the elements of the NSR file such as the valid record identifiers, record contents, and text fields are enumerated. Relevant comments regarding a new entry into the NSR file and assignment of a keynumber are also given in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the format for keyword abstracts is given followed by specific examples; for each TOPIC, the criteria for inclusion of an article as an entry into the NSR file as well as coding procedures are described. Authors preparing Keyword abstracts either to be published in a Journal (e.g., Nucl. Phys. A) or to be sent directly to NNDC (e.g., Phys. Rev. C) should follow the illustrations in Chapter 3. The scope of the literature covered at the NNDC, the categorization into Primary and Secondary sources, etc., is discussed in Chapter 4. Useful information regarding permitted character sets, recommended abbreviations, etc., is given in the Appendices.
The NSR database has been in existence for decades, and responsibility for its upkeep has passed through many hands. Those familiar with the contents of NSR will note that not all of the formats and conventions discussed in this manual have always been adhered to. In recent years, however, these conventions have been followed fairly consistently, and it is expected that the preparation of new entries will follow these guidelines.
The most up-to-date information about NSR contents and policies can be found at the NSR web site: http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nsr. 
Structure of the NSR File
The NSR "exchange format" file uses an ASCII character format of logical records initiated by a ten-character identifier. In the standard format, the file contains 80-character physical records with the start of each logical record coinciding with the beginning of a physical record. In some instances, an ampersand (&) character is added in the 81st column to indicate the end of the line. (Because the ampersand is used to indicate end-of-line, it should never be used within a record; the spelled-out word "and" should be used in its place.)
The legal record identifiers are:
Only these record types appear in the file and they appear in the above order. Only one record of each type appears in the file for each reference, except for <KEYWORDS> and <SELECTRS>, which will be repeated for each major category (i.e., NUCLEAR REACTIONS, NUCLEAR STRUCTURE, etc.) under which the reference is indexed.
It should be noted that the <KEYNO > and <HISTORY > fields are modified when a new file is merged with the database. Both the pre-and postmerge formats are described below.
KEYNO
Each entry in the database has a unique eight-character keynumber. The first four characters are the publication year, the next two are the first two letters of the first author's last name, and the final two are a unique identifier (2 digits for a Primary reference or 2 letters for a Secondary reference). The keynumbers are upper case as shown in example below.
1976LA03 -Primary

1976LAZY -Secondary
The last two characters in the keynumber are assigned when the entry is added to the database. Historically, there have been three two-letter combinations for which NSR "runs out" of keynumbers in a given year (that is, there are more than 99 primary references where the first author's name starts with those two letters). Those cases are "BA", "BE", and "MA". When NSR runs into the 100th case of these in a given year, the letter combinations "BB", "BF", and "MB" are used instead.
For an initial entry prepared in the "compiled" mode (see section 2.2) the keynumber will have seven characters. The first six have the same significance as above. The last character is P for Primary source, S for Secondary source. Thus, in the update input file the record would be:
HISTORY
Once an entry has been added to the database, the history field will contain the letter "A" (added) followed by a date in the form YYYYMMDD indicating the date that the reference was added to the database. In addition, there can be a second field consisting of "M" (modified) followed by the most recent modification date. For example:
For files to be entered into the database, this record contains a single character code "C" or "M" followed by a date in the form YYYYMMDD. C (compiled) should be used for new entries with seven-character keynumbers (see above), M (modified) should be used for modifications of existing entries, and so the corresponding eight-character keynumber should be given:
The actual date that the file is added to the database will be inserted into the history field at that time (preceded by A or M).
Note: In the past, there was a "D" (deleted) code for the History field. This is no longer used. If an entry is invalid for some reason (it is a duplicate, or the publication year is wrong, for instance) then a minimal entry is given ( <KEYNO >, <HISTORY >, <CODEN >) along with a pointer to the correct entry. The reason for this is that once a keynumber is "published" in the database, it might be used in the literature, and so it should be persistent in the database.
CODEN
This field consists of a reference-type code followed by an abbreviated form of the reference. This field cannot have more than 70 characters (80 characters total including the <CODEN > tag). The field should always begin with one of the permitted reference types: This represents an article from Nuclear Physics A, volume 750, page 185. For journals such as Physical Review that assign article numbers rather than page numbers, the article number should be used. In the (rare) cases where page numbering is done by issue rather than volume, the issue number should be given:
In addition to regular journal articles, abstracts of Physical Society meetings and Thesis abstracts have been coded under this category. The format is similar to the one given above, with the addition of the first author's last name at the end (and the abstract number for BAPSA abstracts): The author's name may be left off if it will not fit in the allowed 70-character space.
If the Reference was from contributed abstracts published separately from full papers, identify by placing "Contrib" before the page number:
In some cases, the optional identification "Proc" is used to distinguish the reference from a "contributed" volume. This is shown in the example below: The above example also illustrates how multi-volume sources are coded. The volume number appears immediately before the page specification. If the reference refers to an article within a book, the page number should also be provided. In addition, volume numbers should be given for multivolume titles, and the first author's name should be included if space permits: PC First Author's initials separated by 1 space followed by last name Example:
REPT
If Private Communication was dated, add date after author name: 
PREPRINT
Preprints from laboratories often have an associated report number:
If preprint has no report number, author's name and date should be given:
Articles from the arxiv.org e-print archive are included as preprints in NSR:
REFRENCE
This is a free text field, and can exceed 70 characters. In other words, the logical record can span more than one 80-character line in the exchangeformat file. It should always contain the publication year of the reference, in parentheses. (This should match the publication year indicated in the keynumber).
JOUR
The <REFRENCE> field for journal sources is standardized.
[ <REFRENCE>Phys.Rev. C18, 424 (1980) If an Erratum or Comment is published for this Reference in a subsequent issue of the Journal, the entry will be modified as:
<REFRENCE>Phys.Rev. C18, 424 (1980) ; Erratum Phys.Rev. C20,678 (1981) or <REFRENCE>Phys.Rev. C18, 424 (1980) ; Comment Phys.Rev. C20,678 (1981) For journals that begin page numbering with each issue rather than each volume, the issue number should be provided:
<REFRENCE>Riv.Nuovo Cimento Soc.Ital. Fis. 26, No 3, 1 (2003) Russian Journals for which English translations are available are a special case. In the past, the Russian information was given first, followed by information from the translated journal:
<REFRENCE>Yad. Fiz. 68, 1407 Fiz. 68, (2005 ; Phys.Atomic Nuclei 68, 1352 Nuclei 68, (2005 Beginning in 2006, the articles in Phys.Atomic Nuclei no longer consistently included information on the original Russian publication. In this case, we have switched the order and are putting the translation journal first, and the Russian information second, where available: 69, 197 (2006); Yad.Fiz. 69, 219 (2006) Note that the <CODEN > field should, in either case, use the volume and page number of the journal that appears first in the reference field, and the keynumber should reflect the publication year for that journal. For other journals appearing in both original and translated form, decisions will be made on a case-by-case basis at the NNDC.
CONF
The information should include the conference title and location, along with page number and publication year. In addition, conference dates and proceedings editors may be indicated. If the reference is from a volume of contributed abstracts, substitute "Contrib." for "Proc.".
When the conference is part of a series, such as the AIP conference proceedings, that information should be added at the end of the field: 
REPT
If a Report has number assigned: p.9 (1981) If Reference is from an annual lab report without specific report number: <REFRENCE>Univ.Arkansas, Nucl.Chem.Res., Ann.Rept., p.4 (1963) For multivolume titles, the volume number should be included. For articles within books, page numbers should be provided:
<REFRENCE>Particle Emission from Nuclei, Vol.3, p.99, CRC Press, Florida (1989) 
PC
The reference field for private communications is always the same: 
AUTHORS
This is a free-text field. Author names should be separated by commas. First and middle names, if given, should be replaced by initials. There should be a space after each comma, but no spaces following the "." after an initial. Only the last name and first two initials are indexed within the database. If a collaboration name is given, it should be appended to the author list in the form ", and the XXX Collaboration". If there are more than 35 authors, and a collaboration is given, it is permissible to list only the first author's name and the collaboration. (In the database the "first initial" for the collaboration is indexed as "+"). Examples: If more than one collaboration name is given, they should be separated by the word "and" or by a "/" character, in order to be indexed correctly. Examples:
<AUTHORS >R.Snellings, for the STAR and ALICE Collaborations <AUTHORS >M.R.Atayan, and the EHS/NA22 Collaboration 2.6 TITLE This is also a free-text field. It should contain the title of the reference. For symbols such as greek characters, and for super-and sub-scripted characters, the substitutions outlined in Appendix C should be used. Examples: 
KEYWORDS
Because the keywords in NSR are indexed using a computer program, they need to follow fairly strict formatting rules. Each keyword abstract consists of a major topic, followed by one or more indexed sentences, followed by zero or more non-indexed sentences. A given reference may have more than one keyword abstract, if more than one major topic is relevant. There should be only one set of keywords per major topic. In the NSR exchange format, each keyword abstract is preceded by a <KEYWORDS> tag. Details on keyword structure and contents are given in the next chapter.
For certain types of articles, an NSR entry might not have any keywords. Because the goal of the keywording is to index specific physical systems and related quantities, articles such as reviews or general theoretical papers may not have content that lends itself to the production of meaningful keyword abstracts. These papers are still entered into the database if they fall within the scope of NSR, and can generally be retrieved by author or by text searches on the title. (During the ten-year period 1996-2005, keyword abstracts were prepared for approximately 74% of entries, the rest were entered without keywords).
SELECTORS
The "selector" field is generated by computer, using a pre-processing program, based on the content of the keyword abstract. It is used to index the entry in the database. There will be one <SELECTRS> field for each <KEYWORDS> field. These fields are alway generated before adding the entry to the database; the entry will be rejected by the loading program if it contains <KEYWORDS> fields without associated <SELECTRS> fields. The person preparing the keywords should keep selector generation in mind. When feasible, the pre-proccessing program should be run as part of the proofreading process. Examples and further discussion can be found in Section 3.3.
DOI
A "DOI", or digital object identifier, is a code assigned by the publisher which allows uniform access to articles via the World Wide Web. 1 In webbased dissemination of NSR entries, this can be used to link the the article in question. When an article is published with a DOI, the field is added at the same time as the reference, author, and title information. In some instances, the publisher assigns a DOI but does not include the information in the published paper. In those cases, the NNDC will attempt to determine the DOI, typically by using the crossref.org service.
Keyword Abstracts
What distinguishes NSR from more general bibliographic databases is the level of detail provided in the keyword abstracts. In preparing the keyword abstract, therefore, it is important to pick out the specific physical systems being studied (isotopes, reactions, etc.) , and the quantities being discussed (i.e. measured cross sections, calculated energy levels ...). A great deal of the required information can often be extracted from the abstract, figures, tables, and conclusions.
It is worthwhile keeping in mind that the keywords serve a dual purpose. First, they are used to generate "selectors", as described above, which are then used to index the article for search purposes. Searching can also be done on the text of the keywords. Second, when a user retrieves a list of entries, the keywords can help him or her determine whether the paper is of interest.
Because of the variety of papers covered in NSR, there is some flexibility in how a given paper is keyworded. On the other hand, it is important to maintain as much consistency as possible in order for the indexing to be a useful tool. It is suggested that keyword preparers consult recent entries for similar papers when questions arise as to specific formats and phrasing.
Structure of keyword abstracts
Schematically, a keyword abstract will look like the following (items in parenthesis are optional, and "..." indicates that more than one element of the type may be present):
The various keyword elements are discussed in the following:
[Major topic]: The following major topics are allowed -NUCLEAR REACTIONS, RADIOACTIVITY, NUCLEAR STRUCTURE, NUCLEAR MOMENTS, ATOMIC PHYSICS, ATOMIC MASSES, and COMPILA-TION. Most experimental articles will fall in the first two categories. The scope of each topic will be discussed in the next section.
Note that, in the past, major topics were sometimes followed by a "minor topic". This is being phased out.
[Indexed sentence]: Sentences to be indexed have a specific format in NSR. Each sentence consists of two or more phrases separated by semicolons (;) and ending with a period (.). The first phrase describes the physical system (nuclides, reactions, etc), and at lease one subsequent phrase should describe measured/deduced/calculated quantities: [System] phrases: There are three types of "System" phrase: nuclide list, reaction list, and decay list. A single sentence can have one or more system phrases at the beginning; if there is more than one, they should all be the same type.
A nuclide list can be a single isotope or a comma-separated list of isotopes. (In this context, "isotope" can also refer to a chemical symbol without a mass number.)
Single isotopes :
Ca {+40}Ca
Isotope lists: {+40},{+44}Ca {+208}Pb,{+209}Bi {+4},{+5},{+6}He,{+7},{+8}Li
In some cases, an "isotope list" can be in the form "A=num" or "Z=num" where "num" is a number or range of numbers in the form "a − b". This is generally only used when the authors are compiling or calculating quantities for a large number of nuclides (100 or more), and listing individual nuclides would be impractical. It is also worth noting that listing a very large number of individual isotopes could be detrimental in search applications, as one could find a situation where the same few articles (with many nuclides listed) showing up in every nuclide search.
Reaction lists consist of one or more targets, followed by one or more reactions in the form (in,out), followed by an energy specification. Target lists have the same form as nuclide lists. Residual nuclides are generally not given if they can be calculated. Otherwise, residuals can be optionally inserted between the reaction and energy as a "/" delimited list. Examples: {+4}He(|a,|a),E=240 MeV {+197}Au(d,X),({+197}Au,X),E(cm)=200 GeV/nucleon {+44}Ti(p,X){+42}Ca/{+40}Ca,E=100 MeV {+63}Cu({+16}O,3np),({+16}O,2np),E=80-90 MeV {+232}Th(n,|g),E=thermal {+1}H(|p{+-},K{+-}),E at 1 GeV/c
Note that "E" by itself denotes lab energy. More details regarding energy specification are given in the section 3.2.
For fixed-target experimental papers where the system information is going to be followed by a "measured" phrase, the target should always be given as it is in the laboratory frame of reference, even if the paper goes on to analyze the results in "inverse kinematics". Additional sentences may give deduced quantities for the inverse reaction.
Decay lists consist of isotope lists (parent nuclides) followed by one or more decay modes in parentheses:
When the origin of the unstable nuclide is described in the paper, it should be given in square brackets (note, however, that the information in the brackets is not indexed):
As a rule the [System] phrase or phrases in the first sentence of the keyword abstract should match the major topic. That is, NUCLEAR REACTIONS should be followed by a reaction list, and RADIOACTIVITY should be followed by a decay list.
[Quantity] phrases: These phrases begin with an indication of the type of quantity, such as "measured", "deduced", or "analyzed", followed by a list of quantities. This list will be parsed by the selector generation program to create items for the subject index. The keyword preparer has some leeway in determining how to classify various quantities. For "measured" to be used, the paper should be reporting measurements made by the authors, and give some details regarding the experimental set-up. As a rule, "deduced" quantities follow some other type, such as measured, analyzed, or calculated.
Special case for quantity phrases -If the sentence is describing deduced properties of a nuclide or list of nuclides from an experimental paper, the semicolon following the nuclide list is optional, and "deduced" need not be the first word in the quantity phrase, if an alternative formulation is clearer: {+76}Kr deduced levels,J,|p. {+145}Pm level deduced T{-1/2}.
[non-indexed sentence]: In many cases, it is worth adding an additional sentence or two about the experimental or theoretical techniques used in the paper. These should be fairly succinct; the idea is to let the user know whether the paper is of interest, as opposed to giving every detail. It is also worth keeping in mind that, while this information will not be indexed, it can be accessed via a "plain-text" search. By tradition, if a "major" detector array such as Gammasphere or Eurogam is used, it is mentioned in a non-indexed sentence.
Inclusion criteria and coding procedures for specific topics
Following are inclusion criteria and specific keywording considerations for the various Major Topics. In general, most experimental papers are coded as NUCLEAR REACTIONS or RADIOACTIVITY.
NUCLEAR REACTIONS
Inclusion Criteria: Hadron, light-, heavy-ion, electron, photon, meson induced reactions are included. Target should be a nucleus or nucleon.
For fixed-target experiments (i.e., not colliders), the NSR entry should consider the target to be the nuclides at rest in the laboratory frame, even if the article is reporting in the frame of reference of the "inverse reaction". For example, if the authors report "proton scattering from 6 He", and the experiment involves a fixed hydrogen target, the NSR keywords should be written as {+1}H({+6}He,{+6}He) or {+1}H({+6}He,p).
As discussed in the previous section, the "system" phrase for a reaction keyword sentence should include a target or targets, one or more reaction strings in the form "(A,B)", and a projectile energy specification. Projectile energy can be specified in any of the following ways:
• E=---MeV; implies projectile energy was specified in the article in the laboratory frame.
• E(cm)=---MeV; this is used when the researchers have quoted projectile energy in center-of-mass system. • E = ---MeV/nucleon; this is used for heavy-ion reactions when in the article the laboratory energy is not specified anywhere.
• E at ---MeV/c; this notation is used when projectile momentum is specified.
• E at rest; used for reactions where the projectile is stopped in target.
• E |? ---MeV; can be used when energy or range is only approximately defined in article.
• E |? threshold; can be used when energy is only described as being "near threshold".
• E{+*}=---MeV; only excitation energy is given in article.
• E=high; can be used at compiler's discretion, if energy is not specified but is clearly on the order of several GeV.
• E not given; used when the projectile energy is not specified anywhere in the article.
In general, one should use the same units as the article, "MeV" are used here for the sake of example. Energies may be single numbers, a series of comma-separated numbers, or a range specified by two numbers separated by "-". Note that |? translates to "approximately equal" (see appendix C).
For neutron-induced reactions the following can be used:
• E = reactor spectrum;
When properties of residual nuclides are deduced from the reaction, this information should be included in a separate sentence. Schematically, this would look like: 
For example:
<KEYWORDS>NUCLEAR REACTIONS {+58}Ni({+29}Si,2p2|a),E=128 MeV; measured E|g,I|g,|g|g-,(charged particle)|g-coin. {+77}Kr deduced high-spin levels,J, |p,configurations.
Note that "coincidence" measurements are typically described in a pairwise fashion, even when triple or higher-fold coincidences are described in the article.
RADIOACTIVITY
Inclusion Criteria: β-, 2β-, -, α-decay, delayed-particle emission, spontaneous fission, exotic decay related information is included. For a given parent nuclide, all possible decay modes are specified. If there is a string of nuclei, all nuclei with a given decay mode can be grouped together and the decay mode specified after the last nuclide. This will result in proper indexing and economy of indexing variables generated in the <SELECTRS> string. If properties of daughter nuclides are deduced, these should be described in a separate sentence.
For example:
<KEYWORDS>RADIOACTIVITY {+118}Rh(|b{+-}) [from U(p,F)]; measured E|g,I|g, |b|g-coin. {+118}Pd deduced levels,J,|p. Level systematics in neighboring isotopes discussed.
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE
Inclusion Criteria: Any model calculation of levels, electromagnetic transition probabilities, multipole moments, nuclear form factors, giant resonance characteristics, nuclear systematics, binding energies, etc. An analysis of systematics from published data would also be included under this topic. As a rule, papers which describe new experimental results will not be keyworded under this topic.
NUCLEAR MOMENTS
Inclusion Criteria: Hyperfine structure, isotope shift, mesic X-rays, isomer shift information. Both experimental and theoretical articles are coded. Format will generally be similar to structure or radioactivity keywords. 
COMPILATION
ATOMIC MASSES
Inclusion Criteria: Papers in which atomic masses are measured "directly", such as Penning trap measurements.
ATOMIC PHYSICS
Inclusion Criteria: Mesic atoms, charged-particle induced X-ray emission, etc. Format will be similar to reaction or structure keywords.
MULTIPLE TOPICS
In some cases, it is appropriate to include keyword abstracts for more than one topic. For instance, a paper might present nuclear structure information from reaction data, and also have extensive calculations of nuclear structure properties. In this case, having both NUCLEAR REACTIONS and NU-CLEAR STRUCTURE keywords would be appropriate. Another common situation occurs when a reaction is studied, and the decay properties of residual radioactive nuclides are discussed. For example:
<KEYWORDS>NUCLEAR REACTIONS {+144}Sm({+51}V,X),E=230 MeV; measured E|g,E|a, (recoil)|a-,|a|a-,|a|g-coin following residual nucleus decay; deduced evidence for {+192}At. <KEYWORDS>RADIOACTIVITY {+192},{+192m}At(|a) [from {+144}Sm({+51}V,3n)]; measured E|a,E|g,|a|g-coin, T{-1/2}; deduced isomeric states energies, configurations.
Selectors
Selectors are generated from keyword abstracts to provide a consistent and coherent basis for indexing entries. While the keyword preparer is not directly responsible for creating selectors, it is useful to understand how they are generated and what the format is. Among other things, looking at selectors can be an aid to proofreading keyword abstracts.
Selectors are given as a list of elements in the form [type] : [value] ; [subkey] . The [type] is a single letter describing the selector type. It should be be one of N, T, P, G, R, S, M, D, C, X, A, or Z, which stand for nuclide, target, parent, daughter, reaction, subject, measured, deduced, calculated, other subject, mass range, and charge range, respectively. The "other subject" type is applied when a quantity phrase starts with something besides "measured", "deduced", or "calculated". If a quantity phrase contains no recognized words, a selector string with the value "OTHER" is inserted as a placeholder to indicate the existence of the phrase in the keyword abstract. The [subkey] is again a single letter, used to tie together selectors from the same sentence.
The example below repeats a keyword example from the previous section, this time with selectors included:
<KEYWORDS>NUCLEAR REACTIONS {+144}Sm({+51}V,X),E=230 MeV; measured E|g,E|a, (recoil)|a-,|a|a-,|a|g-coin following residual nucleus decay; deduced evidence for {+192}At. <SELECTORS>T:144SM;A. R: ( The "deduced evidence for" wording is a special form which tells the processing program to look for a nuclide string ({+192}At in this case, for which the "N:192AT;A." selector string is generated).
General Considerations and Conventions Quantity type
It is important that newly measured quantities be indexed as "measured" in the keywords. As a general rule, papers in which quantities are measured will have a section on the details of the experiment, and will include numerical information on measured quantities in tabular or graphical form.
The distinction between "calculated" and "analyzed" is not always clear. As a rule, if quantities are calculated using a pre-existing set of parameters and then compared with data, then using "calculated" is appropriate. If the main thrust of the paper is to fit a set of data in order to obtain model parameters, then "analyzed" might be a better choice. To some extent, the author's choice of words can be used as a guide.
As mentioned earlier, it is expected that "deduced" phrases will not appear alone in a keyword abstract, but will be preceded by a "measured", "calculated", or "analyzed" phrase.
Selector generation
Searches on the indexed selectors constitute a large fraction of NSR usage. Because of this, the person preparing keywords should try to ensure that all selectors relevant to a given paper are in fact generated and present in the selector field.
Often, this is simply a case of including all important quantities discussed in a paper. For instance, including "E|g" will generate "G-SPECTRA", "J" or "|p" will generate "LEVEL-PROP", and "|d" (mixing ratio) will generate "G-MULTIPOLARITY".
In some cases, it is important to phrase the keywords correctly in order to get all of the desired selectors. For example, "|a spectrum" and "proton spectrum" will individually generate "A-SPECTRA" and "P-SPECTRA", but the phrase "proton and |a spectra" will only generate "A-SPECTRA". In this case, it might be better to use "Ep and E|a".
In other cases, it is important to keep in mind that certain symbols might generate different selectors than expected. For instance, "Q" by itself gen-erates "Q-VALUES", so the word "quadrupole" should be spelled out to generate the "QUADRUPOLE" selector.
Sometimes, an expected selector may not appear. For example, a neutroninduced fission reaction is expressed as "(n,F)" in NSR. This will produce an "(N,F)" reaction selector, but will not by itself generate the "FISSION" selector. For that, the word "FISSION" should appear in the quantity phrase (i.e. "measured fission fragment spectra").
Excessively long lists
Often, compilations or theory papers will publish tables and figures which include information on a large number of nuclides. Listing all of these nuclides could in principle cause problems. This is because the most common type of search on NSR is for information for a given nuclide. If every nuclide search were to retrieve the same set of references, it would make the database less useful. For papers that list information for more than about 100 nuclides, it is preferable to give an atomic mass and/or number range such as "A=4-208" or "Z=2-82".
Intermediate quantities
As a rule, it is best to include "measured" quantities when there is some numerical or graphical expression of the quantity in the paper. For example, in activation experiments, the authors generally measure gamma spectra in order to determine reaction product yields. However, the spectra themselves are generally not shown, and the correct measured quantity to include in the keywords is yield, cross section, or excitation function. For papers where gamma transition energies are used to establish level schemes, on the other hand, sample spectra are usually shown and it is appropriate to include "measured E-g".
Review articles
It is often the case that a review article will include small pieces of information on a large number of systems. In general, these papers are not given keyword abstracts, since the quantities discussed have presumably already appeared in the literature. In a few cases, where the contents of the paper cover only one or a few systems and can be summarized concisely, then keywords may be prepared.
Other considerations
In order to be useful, the keyword abstracts should be reasonably concise. Depending on the type of research being reported, some papers lend themselves to brief summarization, and some do not. Papers discussing complex nuclear reactions often end with a complex set of conclusions. In this case it is often best to summarize the keyword abstract with the phrase "deduced reaction mechanism features".
Whether to describe a set of levels as "high-spin" (which generates the selector "HIGH-SPN") can often be decided by following the authors' language. In order to limit redundancy, keyword abstracts have not, as a rule, included "rotational bands" (selector "ROT-BANDS") in cases where "highspin levels" are part of the keywords.
As the name implies, NSR is intended to cover all nuclear science literature in which new nuclear properties are discussed. Originally "Nuclear Structure References", the name was changed in the mid 1990's to reflect an expanded scope. Since that time, all papers from three journals are included: Physical Review C, Nuclear Physics A, and European Physical Journal A (formerly Zeitschrift für Physik A). The scope of NSR is roughly the same as the scope of these journals. It does not generally cover literature concerned with nuclear applications, such as neutron activation analysis for material characterization, or radiological dating techniques in archaeology. A list of journals covered regularly in NSR is given in appendix A and on the NSR web site at NNDC. Over 80 journals are checked on a regular basis for articles of interest.
Peer-reviewed journals are considered to be "primary" references in NSR, and an effort is made to be complete in the coverage of this literature. Articles of interest from "secondary" references such as laboratory reports and conference proceedings are also included. In order to try to avoid duplication, and to make most efficient use of the compilation effort, the choice of which articles to include from secondary references is more selective, with previously unpublished experimental results having the highest priority. It should be noted that conference proceedings published as journal issues are treated as primary references. Since the beginning of the year 2000, roughly 88% of the articles entered into NSR are from primary sources. 
IAS
